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Engaging with Mathematics in the Digital Age1
Professor Dame Celia HoylesUCL Institute of Education, University College LondonUnited KingdomC.Hoyles@ioe.ac.uk
AbstractThere is widespread acceptance that mathematics is important, for an individualand for society. However there are still those who disagree arguing that thesubject is boring and irrelevant. It is therefore crucial that mathematics teachingstrives to engage all learners at all levels, without of course sacrificing the rigourand ‘essence’ of the subject. In this talk, I will argue that one way to achieve bothrigour and broader access to mathematics lies with using appropriately designeddigital technology. I will illustrate my argument with examples from research andpractice.Key wordsMathematics Education, digital technology.Resumen2Existe una aceptación generalizada de que las matemáticas son importantes pa-ra un individuo y para la sociedad. Sin embargo, todavía hay quienes están endesacuerdo y argumentan que la disciplina es aburrida e irrelevante. Por tanto, escrucial que la enseñanza de las matemáticas se esfuerce en involucrar a todos losestudiantes en todos los niveles; por supuesto, sin sacrificar el rigor y la “esencia”de la disciplina. En este trabajo voy a argumentar que una manera de lograr tantoel rigor como un acceso más amplio a las matemáticas se encuentra con el usode la tecnología digital diseñada adecuadamente. Voy a ilustrar mi argumento conejemplos de la investigación y la práctica.Palabras claveEducación matemática, tecnología digital.
1. Introduction
The importance of mathematics for an individual and for society is widely recognized. Inthe UK there has even been a report that has quantified the ways in which Mathematical
1 Este trabajo corresponde a una conferencia plenaria dictada en la XIV CIAEM, celebrada en TuxtlaGutiérrez, Chiapas, México el año 2015.2 El resumen y las palabras clave en español fueron agregados por los editores.
Recibido por los editores el 10 de noviembre de 2015 y aceptado el 15 de enero de 2016.Cuadernos de Investigación y Formación en Educación Matemática. 2016. Año 11. Número 15. pp 225-236. Costa Rica
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226 Hoyles
Sciences Research influences economic performance and its economic value in termsof direct employment and Gross Value Added:
Working in partnership with the Council for the Mathematical Sciences (CMS), theEngineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) commissioned anindependent study which has shown that 10 per cent of jobs and 16 per cent ofGross Value Added (GVA) to the UK economy stems from mathematical sciencesresearch (EPSRC, 2012).The report goes on to argue that:The fruits of mathematical research affect the daily lives of everyone in the UK, forexample:Smart-phones use mathematical techniques to maximise the amount of informationthat can be transmittedWeather forecasting is based on complex mathematical modelsThe latest Hollywood blockbusters take advantage of the mathematics behind soft-ware for 3D modelling to showcase cutting-edge special effectsElite athletes at the 2012 Olympic Games used tools based on sophisticated mathsto maximise their performance.It is not just contemporary mathematics research that can have an impact. Re-search from the last century has paved the way for technology used in a rangeof activities, goods and services, such as mobile telecommunications and medicaldevices. (EPSRC, 2012).
As a result of reports such as this one and the growing awareness of the importanceof mathematics, alongside I must add the intrinsic interest of the subject, there is arelentless drive to improve access and engagement with the subject at every level ofeducation, including increasing recruitment to mathematics courses for students post-16years, an age when students at the moment in England can drop the subject.Increasing awareness of the significance and standing of mathematics has proved to bea success story in England. However there are still challenges to be faced, not leastthat the most commonly-held view of mathematics still tends to be that it serves littleor no purpose. This position is aptly summarised in a recent piece by a well-knownjournalist in a national newspaper in the UK, Simon Jenkins:
I learned maths. I found it tough and enjoyable. Algebra, trigonometry, differentialcalculus, logarithms and primes held no mystery, but they were even more pointlessthan Latin and Greek. Only a handful of my contemporaries went on to use mathsafterwards. (emphasis added, Jenkins, Guardian 18 February 2014)
Mathematics, as many have noted, is plagued by a culture of ‘speed’, ‘getting an answerquickly with apparently little effort, of ‘winning the race’; a ‘genius’ culture that all toooften leads to many giving up the subject, as aptly summarised in the following fromAlex Bellos:
Athletes don’t quit their sport just because one their teammates outshines them.And yet I see promising young mathematicians quit every year, even thoughthey love mathematics, because someone in their range of vision was ‘ahead’ ofthem(Bellos’ review of Ellenberg’s book ‘How not to be wrong: the Hidden Mathsof Everyday Life’ 2014.)
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Engaging with Mathematics in the Digital Age 227
This ‘genius culture’ along with learned helplessness “I simply can’t do maths” (foran early discussion of learned helplessness, see Diener & Dweck, 1980) is furtheraggravated by the fact that most people of all ages regard mathematics simply as aset of procedures and rules. They fail to glimpse in their efforts to master all the‘machinery of the subject’, the key mathematical concepts, structures and relationshipsof the subject. It is only by providing a mathematical lens on the world and on schoolmathematics – making it more visible - that learners might come to see the point ofall their efforts.My claim is that a major challenge for increasing such engagement with mathematicsis to address its current invisibility, and one way to do this is to harness digitaltechnology, and, crucially, to do this in ways that are systematically tested to beeffective in design research, a point I will return to later. All too often mathematicsis a black box that is kept closed, either as there is no reason to try to open it, or itis deemed as too complicated to even try. Strings of symbols tend to be meaninglessto most people. But is it not possible for mathematics educators to work together toopen the ‘black box’ just enough to convey the mathematical concepts behind in waysthat are comprehensible to the audience at hand? The Mathematics Matters series ofthe Institute of Mathematics and its Applications provides an example of one possibleapproach. (http://ima.org.uk/i_love_maths/mathematics_matters.cfm.htm). In these casestudies, mathematics research has been described in language that attempts to bemeaningful to a diverse audience.
The industry and technology that surrounds us owes a great debt to modern math-ematics research, yet this fact is perfectly hidden in its physical manifestation. Theconcern with this state of affairs is that what is unknown cannot be appreciated orvalued. This is not a simple matter to resolve since, although current mathematicssignificantly influences the familiar, the mathematics itself may seem impenetrableto the very people whose views we seek to influence. The Mathematics Matterscase studies have been written to resolve this problem. Examples of contem-porary research and its applications have been presented in a series of paperswhich describe the mathematics, without resort to technical detail but also with-out patronising over-simplification. In this way, policy makers can understand howmathematics research influences so many areas of modern life. However, in orderto provide a satisfying level of detail to those with a more scientific training, eachpaper also includes a technical supplement, which describes the work in more de-tail, and may include references to published work which confirm the credentialsof the research. From its original concept, the work has now progressed over fourphases and includes such case studies as:On Your Bike: Accurately Measuring Cycling NumbersOfficial estimates suggest the number of cycle journeys in the UK could be de-clining. With a leading transport charity arguing otherwise, mathematics is beingused to paint the true picture of cycling in the UK in order to secure importantgovernment funding.
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On the Radar Calibrating Air-traffic Control AntennaeAir-traffic control is a vital part of the aviation system that contributes billions ofpounds annually to the UK economy. Without mathematics, however, the radarantennas that underpin the network of primary and secondary surveillance radarsoperating to ensure the safety of air vehicles operating in and beyond UK airspacewould take longer and require more effort to calibrate.A Smarter Future for Next Generation Local Electricity NetworksThe vision of a low carbon future brings its own challenges when it comes tomaintaining an effective electricity supply system. Mathematicians are workingto give decision makers richer understanding, greater flexibility and a more solidevidence base on which to inform their important choices.(http://ima.org.uk/i_love_maths/mathematics_matters.cfm.htm).
One early case study concerns the computer animation industry that relies on a steadystream of mathematicians to produce the images found on our cinema and televisionscreens (case study Advancing the Digital Arts), which I will illustrate briefly in mypresentation.Becoming aware of the potential power of digital technology and how it is framedby mathematics points to a possible way that we might engage more learners withmathematics in the digital age, which I will elaborate a below.
2. The potential and challenges for research in mathematics education
In my keynote to the ICME 11 congress in Mexico in 2008, I drew on the mass ofevidence from research and practice, to set out what I saw as a vision for the potentialof digital technologies to transform the teaching and learning of mathematics and toreinvigorate engagement with mathematics. I suggested that digital technologies couldoffer:
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Engaging with Mathematics in the Digital Age 229
dynamic & visual tools that allow mathematics to be explored in a shared space;tools that outsource processing power that previously could only be undertakenby humans;new representational infrastructures for mathematics;an infrastructure for supporting connectivity to support mathematics collabora-tion;connections between school mathematics and learners’ agendas and culture;intelligent support for learners while engaged in exploratory environments.
Time has moved on since 2008. Nonetheless I adhere to these six headings as aframework for future research. There are other potential areas for study that mightnow be added to my list: for example, the potential of digital technology to build intostudent activity ’invisible’ formative assessment with data collected as students workon their solutions (individually or collectively) resulting in assessments that are moregenuinely personal and adaptive; or, functionalities embedded in activities that areparticularly tuned to students’ previously identified learning needs or goals.In one area at least there has been a dramatic change, and that is massive increase ininfrastructure to support connectivity and access to the web, which was in its infancyin 2008, at least in schools. But the question remains as to how far this connectivity iseffectively exploited in the interests of mathematics education: should it be and if sohow? Can this new functionality that is so widely available and taken for granted inthe daily lives of many be harnessed for the purpose of helping learners and teachersshare, discuss and take ownership of the mathematics, and better appreciate the pointof the subject beyond its calculational side?
3. Theoretical background3
There has been much discussion and writing about relevant theories that have beendeveloped, to underpin research into using digital technologies in mathematics edu-cation (for an overview see for example the ICMI Study Technology Revisited, Hoyles
& Lagrange, 2011). It is also noteworthy that for this ICMI study we were unableto collect papers on this subject except from those that were specifically invited. Myown research has taken inspiration from the work of Seymour Papert and I remaincommitted to constructionism as a way of thinking about using computers for math-ematics learning. So what is constructionism? Seymour Papert launched the notionof constructionism in the mid-nineteen eighties, with the central idea that a powerfulway for learners to build knowledge structures in their mind, is to build with externalrepresentations, to construct physical or virtual entities that can be reflected on, editedand shared:
3 Some of the following text builds on Hoyles, C. The proceedings of the Vth SIPEM (2012) Petrópolis,Rio de Janeiro Sociedade Brasileira de Educação Matemática – SBEM pp 1-12
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230 Hoyles
Constructionism [. . . ] shares constructivism’s connotation of learning as “buildingknowledge structures” irrespective of the circumstances of the learning. It thenadds the idea that this happens especially felicitously in a context where thelearner is consciously engaged in constructing a public entity, whether it’s a sandcastle on the beach or a theory of the universe. (Papert & Harel, 1991, p.1).
Thus, the constructionist environment must first represent a compelling medium inwhich to explore and learn, much as one can master a foreign language by livingin the country where it is widely spoken. Second, in the environment, the learneris able to adopt a construction-based approach to learning in which there is someownership by learners of the construction process, and which, potentially at least,leads to their engagement, confidence and empowerment. Third, exploration throughbuilding enables the learner to encounter ‘powerful ideas’ or intellectual nuggets, whileostensibly constructing something else. This has led to the design of microworlds, wherea successful microworld is both an epistemological and an emotional universe, a placewhere powerful (mathematical, but also scientific, musical or artistic) ideas can beexplored; but explored ‘in safety’, acting as an incubator both in the sense of fosteringconceptual growth, and a place where it is safe to make mistakes and show ignorance:And, of course, centrally these days, a place where ideas can be effortlessly shared,remixed and improved (for an earlier discussion of these twin aspects of engagingthrough building and sharing, see Noss and Hoyles, 2006).It is important to emphasise that, as Papert was at pains to point out, construction-ism seeks to develop knowledge structures in the mind alongside physical or virtualstructures external to the mind, and as such is as much a theory of epistemology asof pedagogy, (see Harel & Papert, 1991). In fact in the ICMI study mentioned above(Hoyles & Lagrange, 2011), we tried to insist all participants in the study conferenceshould think about ‘Papert’s 10%, the 10% of knowledge that would need to be rethoughtgiven the use of new tools.Over the years, constructionism has provided the framework for a fertile strand of re-search and development and continues to attract innovative ways of designing tools andworking with learners from across the world and with different age groups (referencethe recent Constructionism conference, 2014, and to the Special Edition of MathematicsToday that will be published in Dec 2015, Windows on Advanced Mathematics, Hoylesand Noss, eds).One prevailing challenge is that although microworlds designed with a constructionistagenda are intended to orient students towards a way of thinking carefully structuredby the designers, learners must at the same time have some autonomy. This means,of course, that learning will not occur precisely as planned. Thus, one has to ask howis it possible to balance self-motivated activity while maximising the opportunity toencounter the planned powerful ideas (see the ‘Play Paradox’, Noss & Hoyles, 1996).There is also the complex issue of the role the tools play in shaping the mathematicalknowledge and mathematical learning, and at the same time being shaped by the inter-actions of the students, called the process of instrumental genesis by some researchers.Drijvers et al (2010) put it thus when talking about the instrumental approach:
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According to this approach [The instrumental approach], the use of a technologicaltool involves a process of instrumental genesis, during which the object or artefactis turned into an instrument. This instrument is a psychological construct, whichcombines the artefact and the schemes (in the sense of Vergnaud, (1996)) the userdevelops to use it for specific types of tasks. In such instrumentation schemes,technical knowledge about the artefact and domain-specific knowledge (in thiscase, mathematical knowledge) are intertwined. Instrumental genesis, therefore, isessentially the co-emergence of schemes and techniques for using the artefact.
Much attention has been paid by researchers to the issue of instrumentation but ratherless to instrumentalisation - the reciprocal relationship whereby the medium or thetools are changed during interaction and along with this the knowledge developed (weargued in Noss and Hoyles 1996 that the medium shapes that mathematical meaningsthrough its use and at the same time is shaped by use).
4. Dynamic and visual tools
Digital technology can provide tools that are dynamic, graphical and interactive. Usingthese tools, learners can explore mathematical objects from different but interlinkedperspectives, where the relationships that are key for mathematical understandingare highlighted, made tangible and manipulable. The crucial point is that the semioticmediation of the tools can support the process of mathematising by focusing the learner’sattention on the things that matter: as Weir (1987) put it, “the things that matter arethe things you have commands to change.” (p. 65). The computer screen affords theopportunity for teachers and students to make explicit that which is implicit, and drawattention to that which is often left unnoticed (Noss & Hoyles, 1996).Central to this research endeavour is to identify which out of all the aspects that mightchange are judged by students to be important and which not? My conjecture is thatto engage with the dynamic microworld in the ways anticipated by the designer, itis important that some aspect of the constructionist agenda is intact – the black boxis opened ‘just a little’, the microworld not quite complete and students actually ableto build something for themselves. When these openings are on offer, I would arguethat the tool is more likely to open a window on the mathematical ideas. In factevidence for this can be gleaned from research undertaken around, what are calledhalf –baked microworlds, microworlds that are intentionally designed as malleable andimprovable with students challenged to find faults and fix them, (see for example Healy
& Kynigos, 2010).Other research from outside the school mathematics community that focussed on work-places is relevant here (see Hoyles, Noss, Kent, & Bakker, 2010). In a later summary,Hoyles, Noss, Kent, & Bakker, 2013 argued that there are contrary views regardingthe mathematical needs of employees in workplaces, a problem exacerbated by theubiquity of information technologies and the widespread automation of routine pro-cedures, which leave little if any trace of the mathematical processes going on. Wepointed to a particular difficulty, that of widespread pseudo-mathematical interpreta-tion of symbolic output in workplaces. This certainly impedes communication, but can
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be challenged by designing what we termed ‘technological enhanced boundary objects’(TEBOs) with appropriate dynamic digital technology that focussed on moving ‘beyond’the calculational side. I take just one example. We identified a ubiquitous require-ment in workplaces to understand and reduce variation, summarized in two processcapability indices, Cp, a measure of spread, and Cpk, a measure combining spread andcentral tendency in relation to specification limits (Hoyles, Bakker, Kent, & Noss, 2007;Bakker, Kent, Noss, & Hoyles, 2009). Let us look at Cp, which summarises the spreadof a distribution in relation to the required specification for the process:
C￿ = USL − LSL6￿ where: USL = upper specification limitLSL = lower specification limit￿ = standard deviation
We found that employees were shown these formulae and plugged in values for thevariables but interpreted the results pseudo-mathematically, making little if any con-nections to data or underlying mathematical relationships (Hoyles et al., 2010). Thecapability indices were supposed to illustrate that the spread of the data was withinspecification limits (or not). But in fact for most employees did not ‘see’ this and simplyknew that their manager would complain or ‘they would be beaten up’ for low Cp’s”.Thus Cp and Cpk were viewed simply as management devices unrelated to the datafrom the production line: the models were just too baffling. We sought to address theproblem by designing a TEBOs where employees could manipulate the key variables:the one for Cp is illustrated in Fig 1 below.
Figure 1: Screen capture image of the Cp tool.
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Figure 1 illustrates the TEBO for Cp that aims to reveal the fundamental nature of Cpwithout the need for engagement with the algebraic definition or manual calculation.The TEBO allowed employees to manipulate the key variables, the mean and the spread,in relation to the specification limits and to see that what looks like a complicatedformula is just “the number of times the ‘bottom line goes into the top line” – and thebottom line is 6 standards deviations long.Although our samples were small, there was remarkable take-up in the use of thetools, not only with the shop-floor workers but also with supervisors and engineers;and beyond the original factories, spreading to SPC courses worldwide (Bakker etal., 2009).
5. From design experiments to innovation at scale
So let us return to my main agenda, which is to enhance engagement with mathematicsin this digital age. It is clear from research evidence and from practice that for thisto happen teachers must be a central part of the process. But how can they best besupported so as to fulfil this role? I suggest the evidence points to the following set ofprerequisite activities:i) Teachers tackle the mathematics for themselves with the digital tools (before andalongside thinking about pedagogy and embedding in practice), thus allowing them,regardless of experience, the time and space to take on the role of learner,ii) Teachers co-design activity sequences that embed the digital tools and make explicitappropriate didactic strategies,iii) Teachers try out the activities iteratively in classrooms as a collective effort anddebug together.This design process is time-consuming and challenging, not least because at everyphase the dialectical influence of tools on mathematical expression and communicationmust explored. I will give just one example of this design process, that of CornerstoneMathematics (CM). CM set out to exploit the dynamic and multi-representational po-tential of digital technology to enhance learners’ engagement and understanding ofsome key mathematical ideas that most (or all?) students aged 11-14 years will facein school. In brief, the CM approach is to design interventions that integrate profes-sional development, curriculum materials, and software in a unified curricular activitysystem (see Vahey, 2013), where the activities and in particular the use of digitaltechnology focused on core, deep and challenging mathematics. Thus CM comprisesthree inter-dependent elements, each of which are critical for any innovation and eachof which have been extensively researched and developed over many years, that is:digital technology designed and tuned for specific mathematics learning, iterativelydesigned student curriculum to replace current practice along with a teachers’ guide,and professional development for teachers. CM to date comprises three curriculumunits, on linear functions, geometrical similarity, and patterns and expressions. Whatwe call ‘landmark activities’ are designed so that students through their explorationswith the software are bound to come up against inevitable epistemological obstacles.
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A major challenge – arguably, the major challenge – is then to design support for thestudent that provides enough freedom so they can actively engage in their task, yetwith adequate constraints so as to be able to generate feedback that assists them toachieve our goals. We are confronted in exactly this same dilemma when working withteachers. We are exploiting the ‘landmark’ activities in our research into teachers’ de-veloping mathematical knowledge for teaching as a way to expose problematic issuesof around mathematical understanding and representation (Clark-Wilson et al, 2015).Clearly there is complexity and variability in implementing any activities in classroomsand huge issues of ensuring alignment to school ethos and schemes of work, nationalcurriculum and assessment – and, last but not least, ensuring that the schools have ac-cess to all the necessary artifacts: materials, hardware, software, texts and evaluations.All too frequently, the costs and challenges of using digital technologies in mathematicsare noted as the reason why in so many cases, impact has not reached expectations.But with ever increasing knowledge, a more robust theoretical basis, along with sys-tematic evidence from the research community, we should be able together to moveforward and support students in trajectories of learning with digital tools.This will of course mean that we have to study how to build evidence-based, sustained,and scalable professional development for teachers: a growing area of research. Itis undoubtedly complex as it requires systematic investigation at school, regional andnational levels. For example, a fundamental challenge for CM was not whether thenature of the innovation ‘changed’ in use – this is inevitable – but how far are thesechanges or ‘mutations’ were “legitimate” or lethal” using the terms adopted by (Hunget al 2010): that is in our context aligned or not with the vision and aims of CM.(Clark-Wilson et al 2015)The issue of evidence-based CPD and scaling sustainable interventions is explored ina recent special issue of ZDM and in the survey paper for this Special issue, Roesken-Winter, Hoyles & Blömeke (2015) pointed to challenges of scaling CPD from fourperspectives: “First, . . . .crucial aspects of teacher learning and what taking the learningof these crucial aspects entails. Second, ...different CPD frameworks to showcasedevelopments in CPD research and practice over the last 40 years and the influencesof different views of CDP. Third, . . . what developing CPD in an evidence- based waymeans, before we finally discuss crucial issues of spreading CPD on a large scale”. Inthis last perspective, we drew on Coburn’s four dimensions characterizing the process ofscaling CPD interventions, depth, sustainability, spread, and shift in reform ownership(Coburn, 2003).I end by returning to this notion of ‘shift in ownership’, which resonates exactly withmy overriding concern to open up the mathematical way of thinking to more learners.I mention one potentially exciting potential shift at least in the constructionist agenda:the massive popularity of the Scratch programming language (https://scratch.mit.edu/),where young people can be put in the role of designing and creating with digital mediarather than simply playing and searching online (Resnick, 2012). This phenomenon isglobal and massive; at the time of writing there are 8,705,136 projects being shared viathe Scratch website. It is largely an initiative outside of formal education, (see alsothe Hour of Code movement http://hourofcode.com/us). However in England we havea compulsory Computing curriculum - alongside an ongoing compulsory mathematics
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curriculum. In our project Scratchmaths (EEF, 2014), we are seeking to align these twocurricula at points where we can design to enhance engagement with mathematics andmathematical reasoning in the ways explored in this paper. Thus plan is to support thebuilding of mathematical knowledge with programming, thus harnessing the enthusiasmand energy for programming for mathematics learning as well as providing a glimpseof the underlying structures. We do not underestimate the challenges – so many weredocumented in the 1980s - but we intend to learn from this past experience and atthe very least plan and design from the start in partnership with teachers and detailedcurricula. Is this a way we might just be able to:
let the students learn mathematics as applied mathematics . . . in the sense thatmathematical knowledge is an instrument of power, making it possible to do thingsof independent worth that one could not otherwise do . . . (Papert, ICME 1972)
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